Where Principles Guide Projects
Every Step of the Way

Honesty
Integrity
Communication
Collaboration
Stellar Results
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Finished Project, We See

At MJ Settelen Construction, LLC, we are committed to
providing a stellar delivery of construction services to
ensure that your project surpasses your expectations.
The steps we take to get you there are truly what
distinguish MJ Settelen Construction within the
Philadelphia Region.
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Best Steps

to

Get You There

Our clients know it too.
That’s why MJ Settelen receives loyal repeat business time
and time again from the clients we have supported.
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We believe that each and every project should be driven
by honesty and integrity. We know that our most
successful projects are those in which communication
and collaboration between our skilled team and our
clients are frank and ongoing.
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Our Unique Niche is
Right in Our Neighborhood
Solely based in Philadelphia and walking distance
from most of our clients, MJ Settelen Construction, LLC
has earned an esteemed reputation for our construction
services in the following sectors:
n Multi-Unit Residential
n Hotel Renovations
n Corporate Interiors
n Retail Spaces
n Higher Education
n Medical Offices

Our comprehensive professional services include:
n Pre-construction
n Project Management
n General Construction
n Value Engineering
n Consulting
MJ Settelen’s commitment to our clients shines in
occupied and unoccupied space, creating minimal
disruption and enabling clients to conduct business as
usual during construction projects. In fact, one of our
Philadelphia hotel clients received an AAA Rating right
in the midst of an MJ Settelen construction project!
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The MJ Settelen Advantage: A Hands-On Owner

of

Stellar Work Every Step

Occupied spaces. Tight deadlines. Unexpected obstacle…
Challenges are a given in construction projects.

Ritz Carlton Hotel, Philadelphia
Renovation
Ten Avenue of the Arts, Philadelphia

From traditional to modern, from a nondescript lobby to
a contemporary gathering space…10 Arts Bistro and Lounge
was a high visibility project with highly anticipated results.
Collaboration and communication underscored this project,
with French chef Eric Ripert’s vision as the driving force.
MJ Stettelen was instrumental in transforming his ideas
and professional requirements into a renovated restaurant,
redesigned kitchen and modern bar, which in 2011 was
voted Best Hotel Bar in Philadelphia by Philadelphia Style
magazine.
This was MJ Settelen’s third Ritz Carlton project and
we worked directly with the owner each time.

An Expert Team

MJ Settelen’s skilled team of project managers brings
90+ years of expertise to the table and to every construction
site. A seasoned approach to monitoring the timeline,
supervising workflow and resources, and troubleshooting —
paired with a commitment to treating client properties
as if they were their own — has distinguished MJ Settelen
as a trusted local partner.

Active and engaged owner involvement distinguishes
MJ Settelen Construction from the competition.
Company owner Mark Settelen, a 20+ year veteran in
the Philadelphia construction market, places a strong
emphasis on face-to-face client interaction and
collaboration.

Notable Projects: Calm Delivery

and

of the

Way

And it is a given that MJ Settelen will address these
challenges proactively, professionally and creatively
to achieve quality results.
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Academy House

Renovation
1420 Locust Street, Philadelphia
Nondistruptive scheduling was key when MJ Settelen was provided
a unique challenge from Academy House: 32 corridors of apartments,
3500 feet per floor, 18 residences on each floor. Install flooring,
dry wall, 1000 light fixtures, paint and wall paper… all while the
building is fully occupied.
MJ Settelen implemented a schedule that allowed our construction
team to renovate the common areas with little inconvenience to
residents. A beautiful renovation and satisfied residents. And
the client’s perspective: “You were so fast that we couldn’t even
see your dust!”
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One Liberty Place

Renovation
1650 Market Street, Philadelphia
One building…two distinct projects! For Philadelphia
Financial, a One Liberty Place Tenant, the MJ Settelen
construction team gutted 12,000 square feet of dated
space on the 54th floor and converted it into modern
new offices for the thriving, leading strategic insurance
provider.
On the lobby floor of Liberty Place, MJ Settelen was
retained by the property manager to construct a security
stand and a new reception area, uniquely fashioned of
marble and steel.
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Renovation
151 North Independence Mall East,
Philadelphia
When the nation’s first mint decided to update its visitor
tour area with new exhibits, interactive displays and
videos, with plans for a July 4th 2012 kick-off celebration,
MJ Settelen was selected to prepare the space and handle
all the electrical and lighting work. Knowing that a
significant part of the space preparation would include the
removal of 40 years worth of wall plaster, and that timing
was critical, MJ Settelen’s team developed and oversaw
a master schedule which ensured a smooth timetable.
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Hand Center

Renovation
834 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

Every doctor knows there is never a good time to renovate a
heavily used health care facility. But they also know that the
success of a medical facility depends on its ability to offer the
latest technology and most advanced equipment. Instead of
wrestling with this issue, The Philadelphia Hand Center hired
MJ Settelen with the understanding that through meticulous
scheduling and planning, patient appointments could occur
without incident.
To install carpeting and ceilings, paint and renovate treatment
rooms and exam areas, the MJ Settelen team implemented a
phased construction project on the 10,000 square feet site
which occurred after hours. While doctors and patients slept,
renovations occurred.
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